
Encountering Jesus - Chapter 5 - Difficult
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Across

6. In Matthew’s Gospel Jesus first 
appears to two women with this 
same name

8. Matthew’s is the only gospel 
where the word for __ appears

10. Matthew repeatedly emphasizes 
Jesus as a ___

13. Matthew includes about eighty 
percent of this other gospel

16. Whatever you did for one of 
these ___ brothers of mine, you did 
for me

18. A small leather capsule that 
contained miniature scrolls with 
four passages from the Jewish Law

20. Jesus teaches that mere ___ 
observance of the Law is not 
enough

22. Matthew’s Gospel is the ___ 
book in the New Testament

23. Jesus warns never to lead others 
into this

25. One of the three meanings of 
Church is ___ assembly

27. Jesus warns against following 
this type of prophet

29. A recurring symbolic number in 
Matthew

31. Matthew depicts Jesus as a new 
___

33. Matthew goes to great lengths 
to cite Old Testament ___ and other 
passages to show how Jesus fulfills 
God’s promises to Israel

34. The bad example that misleads 
others into sin

37. A prophetic form of speech that 
shows sorrow or grief or announces 
a threat

39. Jesus refers to Peter as a ___

40. A favorite title for Jesus in this 
gospel is Son of ___

41. A Hebrew term for the devil

42. Sacred leadership

43. Matthew records Jesus’ 
allegorical interpretation of this 
parable

Down

1. A genealogy of Jesus traces his 
ancestry to him

2. The most important of the five 
discourses in Matthew is the 
Sermon on the ___

3. Matthew is organized into this 
many major sections just like the 
Torah

4. Matthew assumes his audience is 
familiar with Jewish ___

5. The Jewish term for hell

7. Holocaust author who realized 
the Nazis could not take away his 
freedom

9. Jesus says we must not seek this

11. The parable of the wise virgins 
cautions us to always be ___ for the 
Second Coming

12. Matthew’s version of the Lord’s 
___ is the most familiar

14. The original language of 
Matthew’s Gospel

15. Jesus taught with these to 
confound outsiders and present 

truths about the kingdom to insiders

17. Mathew presents a more 
flattering picture of them than Mark

19. Means end time

21. Means God with us

24. Where two or three are gathered 
together in my ___, there am I in 
the midst of them

26. Several parables deal directly 
with the second ___ of Christ

28. The successor of Peter

30. Matthew 5 – 7 collects in one 
place Jesus’ ___ teachings

32. Matthew clearly reflects 
strained relations between the early 
Christians and this group

35. Matthew is an instruction 
manual for new ___

36. Church writers usually 
identified him as a tax collector 
whom Jesus called  an apostle

38. Christians are the ___ of the 
earth


